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ABSTRACT
A distributed system is a collection of independent computers which are linked by a network. The testing of
distributed system includes unit testing, integration testing, and system testing. There are many tools and
techniques are used to carry out the testing. Testing is an important measure to improve software quality.
Functional tests are executed to verify the systems behaviour against given requirements. This work deals with
general difficulties and aims when testing complex distributed systems, especially when heterogeneous
interfaces are used. There is remote test is proposed, a framework for the test of distributed systems and their
interfaces. I will survey the recent progress in this area and I will discuss the current state-of-the- art in
propositional reasoning focusing on a series of challenge problems concerning propositional encodings,
compilation techniques, approximate reasoning, robustness, and scalability.

II. INTRODUCTION
Distributed system is a collection of autonomous computers which are linked by a network or with using
software to produce an integrated computing facility [1][2][3].

 According to Coulouris
A distributed system consists of hardware and software components located in a network of computers that
communicate and coordinate their actions only by passing messages[4].

 According to Tanenbaum & van Steen
A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that appears to its users as a single coherent
system[5].

 According to Lamport
A distributed system is a system that prevents you from doing any work when a computer you have never heard
about, fails[6]. Testing is an important measure to improve software quality[7]. Functional tests are executed to
verify the systems behavior against given requirements [8]. Since testing is an expensive and also time
consuming step, it is essential to drive everything that supports the test process [9]. Interaction property is a
natural feature of many distributed systems which finish their work on network [10][11][12].

II. RELATED WORK TESTING DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
The testing distributed systems by using a test framework, has been done by [13] [14]. This approach uses Java
Reflection and Aspect Oriented Programming in a central development environment to automatically provide a
distributed test-bed. It is, however, limited to Java programs and seems to work on a detailed programming
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level. Another distributed test framework is proposed by [15] [16]. The presented scenario-based framework
generates test scripts from a test scenario database and uses a complex 3-Tier architecture that is used to let a
master unit communicate to the tested system. It also supports several features like static testing. The focus is
however set on the test case generation. In contrast to the previous work, [17] presents a distributed test system
completely without a master, where therefore distribution of test sequences among the testers is an important
issue. In [18], it is further shown that controllability and observability problems occur in distributed test
architectures with no centralized control in contrast to such systems with centralized control. Additionally [19],
compares the central test architecture to the distributed test architecture and shows the prototype of a test
system. Finally [20], discusses testing distributed real-time systems by analyzing execution orderings and
therefore applying testing techniques for sequential software. This analysis however presumes miscellaneous
fixed conditions and detailed knowledge, e.g., used scheduling or a synchronized time base. Additionally to the
aforementioned testing of systems as a whole, the testing of single system components is discussed by [21],
where it is pointed out that it is very important to test components that are being reused in different
environments. Continuing this approach [22] finds the techniques for testing system components not well
developed. In general, there is no ready-to-use software framework available yet for testing distributed systems.
Hand written test cases however have to integrate the various interfaces, must coordinate the system under test
(SUT) and also collect the distributed test results. The described problems and the amount of research in this
topic leads to the conclusion that there is a need for tools and methods to easily and thoroughly test distributed
systems. In terms of complexity this means especially to be able to automate the test and to test their individual
components without interference with the system as a whole.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS [4][23]


Resource sharing – the possibility of using available resources any where



Openness – an open distributed system can be extended and



Improved incrementally – requires publication of component interfaces and standards protocols for
accessing interfaces



Scalability – the ability to serve more users, provide acceptable response times with increased amount
of data



Fault Tolerance – maintain availability even when individual components fail allow



Heterogeneity – network and hardware, operating system, programming languages, implementations by
different developers

IV. RESOURCE SHARING
Resource managers control access, offer a scheme for naming, and controls concurrency. A resource manager is
a software module that manages a resource of a particular type. A resource sharing model describes how
resources are made available resources can be used service provider and user interact with each other.
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V. SCALABILITY
A system is scalable if it remains effective when there is a significant increase in the amount of resources (data)
and number of users Internet: no of users and services has grown enormously. Scalability denotes the ability of
a system to handle an increasing future load requirements of scalability often leads to a distributed system
architecture (several computers). Scalability problems (1) Often caused by centralized solutions Scalability
problems (2) Characteristics of decentralized algorithms: No machine has complete information about the
system state. Machines make decisions based only on local information. Failure of one machine does not ruin
the algorithm. There is no implicit assumption that a global clock exists. Scaling techniques
(1) Distribution splitting a resource (such as data) into smaller parts, and spreading the parts across the system.
Replication replicate resources (services, data) across the system increases availability, helps to balance load
caching (special form of replication). Hiding communication latencies avoid waiting for responses to remote
service requests (use asynchronous communication or design to reduce the amount of remote requests)
(2) Reducing amount of remote requests: The difference between letting (a) a server or (b) a client check forms
as they are being filled.

VI. FAILURE HANDLING
Hardware, software and network fail!!

DS must maintain availability even in cases where

hardware/software/network have low reliability Failures in distributed systems are partial makes error handling
particularly difficult Many techniques for handling failures
1.

Detecting failures (checksum a.o.)

2.

Masking failures (retransmission in protocols)

3.

Tolerating failures (as in web-browsers)

4.

Recovery from failures Redundancy (replicate servers in failure-independent ways)

Example: Google File-System Early days… Challenges: …today - Scalability - Fault-tolerance - Auto recovery

VI. DISTRIBUTION TRANSPARENCY
An important goal of a distributed system is to hide the fact that its processes and resources are physically
distributed across multiple computers A distributed system that is able to present itself to its users and
applications as if it were only a single computer system is said to be transparent. Transparency in a distributed
system Different forms of transparency in a distributed system (ISO, 1995)

VII.

CHALLENGES OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

 Concurrency – components execute in concurrent processes that read and update shared resources. It requires
coordination.
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 Global clock – There is no global clock. It makes coordination difficult (ordering of events).
 Independent failure of components – “partial failure” & incomplete information


Unreliable communication – Loss of connection and messages.

 Message bit errors
 Unsecure communication – Possibility of unauthorised recording and modification of messages
 Expensive communication – Communication between computers usually has less bandwidth, longer latency,
and costs more, than between independent processes on the same computer


Basic design issues- It includes naming, communications, software structure, workload allocation,
consistency maintenance etc. The Naming includes communication identifier, name service, contextual
resolution of name, name mapping, pure names vs names with meaning. The reasons for communication are
transfer of data, synchronization, methods of communications, message passing - send and receive
primitives, synchronous or asynchronous, blocking or non-blocking, mechanisms of message passing channels, sockets, ports, client-server communication model, group multicast communication model [25].

VIII.

CONCLUSION

Interaction property is a natural feature of a distributed system. Based on interaction property, the test work can
focus on the interesting part and ignore the other part. After the selected interaction property is given, the scale
of the problem us reduced. In the paper, test based on interaction property is considered. The definitions related
to all test work are given. The input and the output in interaction property are selected not only randomly but
also purposely. Meanwhile, in order to check whether the whole interesting work is finished correctly, several
interactions are considered from test generation including test verdict, and test implementation. An algorithm is
proposed to generate executable test sequence and its complexity is completely analyzed. The advantages are
that the test work pertinent is enhanced so that the scale of the problem is reduced and the deployment of the test
work is considered simultaneously. The coverage of a test sequence is discussed and the verdict method is
given. The research work in the future is the algorithm optimization because we wish we can find an algorithm
which may simultaneously cover as many as interesting transitions and has the minimum number of executable
test sequences. Moreover if the selected PCOs (Point of Control and Observation) cannot be deployed in
expected position, where to deploy them is also needed to consider.
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